Rudimentary third arm arising from the upper back: A rare case
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Summary
We report a case of a 2-year-old boy with rudimentary third arm arising from the dorsal spine with associated spinal dysraphism. The child had presented to us 7 months previously when he underwent full investigations but was not operated owing to poor nutritional status and low hemoglobin. The third arm was present since birth and gradually increased in size as the child grew. The arm was non-functional and was insensitive to sensory stimuli. The child had no neurological deficit pertaining to the condition.

Radiologically, there was myelomeningocele (D5-D8), diastematomyelia (D5-D8), hemi vertebrae at the upper and lower ends of the deformity (D4 & D9), and partially formed posterior bony elements. The long bone of the arm pseudoarticulated with the ill-formed flat bones of the affected dorsal spine.

The rudimentary limb was disarticulated first. Posterior column of the affected dorsal spine was ill-formed with flat bones intertwining with the dura, hemi cord was present with no bony spur, and lipomeningocele was evident with cord tethering. Detethering of the cord was done followed by repair of the meningocele. There was no neurological deficit post-operatively.

Literature review
Case reports of accessory limbs have been infrequently described in literature. Authors have ascribed numerous terms, based on their observation, and hypotheses of etiology/pathogenesis to these accessory/rudimentary limbs – aborted twinning, parasitic twinning, teratoma, tripedus, heterotropic redundancies, “disorganizationlike syndrome”, duplication of lower limbs, caudal duplication etc.¹⁻¹¹. Most of the case reports describe accessory limbs originating in the lumbo-sacral region, and having various degrees of spinal dysraphism, and caudal duplication. In comparison, dorsally arising accessory limbs have only been reported thrice in the literature⁰⁻²⁻³.

One of the first detailed accounts of an accessory limb attached to the upper back has been reported by Jones et al. in 1889 AD¹. The article describes about a surgery in a 4-month old infant who had an accessory limb with a broad base arising from the base of the neck and upper back. The child was operated upon, and the account of surgery described in the article suggests that there was CSF leak which was controlled during the surgery but the child died after repeated convulsions in the next 56 hours. With no radiological pre-operative assessment to help in those days, the surgeons had presumed that it was safe to disarticulate the limb. Only during the surgery did they realize that the posterior elements of lower cervical and upper dorsal vertebrae were missing or deformed considerably, which was masked by the accessory limb’s broad base on clinical examination¹. Solak et al. have described about a “three-armed infant” and ascribed the condition to heteropagus twinning². A dorsal accessory limb and lumbar meningocele in the same infant is described by Sharma et al., whose article gives further accounts of 2 cases of lumbar accessory limbs³.
Broadly, two hypotheses regarding the etiology/pathogenesis to explain the accessory limbs have been mentioned in most of the articles – association with neural tube defects, and the concept of parasitic twinning\textsuperscript{2,4-6,8}. Based on the in-utero scans, clinic-radiological evidences, and operative findings, one of these hypotheses better explains the anomaly in individual cases. In a few of these cases with additional anomalies\textsuperscript{5-7} these hypotheses do not seem to be mutually exclusive. Distinctly from other reports of infants, Zhang et al. describes about a 17-year old lady with scoliosis, spina bifida from D8-L5, diplomyelia and tethered cord, and a well-developed breast and an apophysis on the back.
A better understanding of such condition requires a multi-disciplinary approach from study of embryogenesis, genetic testing, radiology to surgical management.

In our case, the accessory limb was removed, tethered cord released, deficit in posterior elements of the vertebrae repaired. The child had no post-operative neurological deficit, immediately and at interval follow-ups.

Figure Index

Fig. a: Child reaching out for his ‘non-functional’ arm

Fig. b-e: Sagittal; Axial CT of the dorsal spine showing hemivertebrae of D4 and D9 vertebral bodies. Bony struts arising from the posterior aspects of D5-D8 vertebral bodies with partial development of posterior elements around them. A large long bone giving the appearance of limb bone is seen pseudoarticulating with these flat bones. Multiple other smaller long bones are seen sequentially pseudoarticulating with this large long bone. There is evidence of soft tissue suggestive of myelomeningocele (correlated with fig. c,d,f,g)

Fig. c,d,f,g: Coronal; Sagittal; Axial MRI showing presence of closed spinal dysraphism and bony spina bifida with myelomeningocele at D5 to D8 vertebral levels. There is associated split cord malformation from D5 below level. Associated adjacent thoracic vertebral anomalies (hemivertebra and unfused vertebra) are also noted. The spinal cord is low lying (ends at the level of L4 vertebra) and is posteriorly tethered (lumbar section not included in fig. d). A bony strut is noted arising from the posterior aspect of D6/D7 levels. It has two bone segments, larger segment measuring 55mm and shorter segment measuring 20mm with rudimentary joint between them - likely representing developmental rudimentary accessory third upper limb.

Fig. h: Operative preparation

Fig. i: Excised placode

Fig. j: At the end of spinal reconstruction. Excess skin flap yet to be excised for closure.

Fig. k: Disarticulated limb

Fig. l: A happy child ready to go home after surgery.
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